
Florida T-5 days checklist:
● Turn on notifications for the band app, and make sure you know how to find information.
● In your uniform bag pack 1 pair of black socks and 1 shorts/t shirt outfits to wear under

the uniform so that you don’t have to wear the same clothes after we march.
● Make sure you have your hat, plume and shoes in the garment bag.
● Figure out which rides you are willing to wait in line for and decide how you’re going to

navigate the parks with your friends.
● Tell Mrs. Haas where you’re being picked up and who is taking your luggage and

instrument if you’re not riding the bus home.
● If you’re bringing medicine of any kind, bring a note from parents stating what you’re

bringing and that it’s ok for you to have it, or that you want the chaperon to hold it.
● Have your concert band instrument ready to go, if it’s different than what you march with.
● Pack clean clothes for Universal Studios in carry. No hotel stop or access to luggage

until after the full day at the park which is our first stop after the 24 hour bus ride.
● Saturday, June 4 rehearsal from 6-8pm.  Bring packed luggage and complete uniform for

bag check during rehearsal.  Put shoes in uniform bag after we’re done marching.
● Put instrument in case by your luggage.
● Saturday, June 5, arrive at school at 7:00am to load and leave.

Upon arrival Saturday morning:
Chaperons - when you get here you need to reserve your seat on the bus right away and then
go to your group luggage area.

Students - Go to area where you dropped your luggage Friday night and wait for your whole
chaperon group and chaperon.  If you need to put something in or take something out of your
suitcase ask your chaperon, and then do that before you bring it outside.

Bring instruments, uniforms and luggage outside and set both on sidewalk next to your bus with
instruments towards the front of the bus and uniforms and suitcases toward the back.

Loading crew will begin loading from the instruments on the front, to the back of the bus.  You
need to stand by your bus luggage and make sure you see your instruments and luggage being
loaded onto the bus.

While the busses are being loaded your chaperon will search your carry on bag and create a
group chat via text message.  Chaperons will need to see the band app on everyone’s phone
before you board the bus.

Busses will be boarded in this order: 12, 11, 10, 9, chaperons (board last but seat is reserved)


